ESW07 -- 2nd SDO Emergency Services Coordination Workshop
Meeting notes

Meeting Minute Taker: Roger Marshall

Tuesday, 4/10/07
Jefferson Bldg., Library of Congress
Key: Q=Question, A=Answers, C=Comments

start: 8:50am


Hannes Tschofenig - Introduction/Welcome
Goal of workshop: Interactive, not just a tutorial
--
Marc Linsner - Intro, Organizers, and Stats
No exact agenda times
Goal is to hear an update from each of the groups participating
Panel Discussions -- Wednesday
--
Jenny Hansen - Project Coordinator (serving as a contractor) for U.S. D.O.T. Next Generation Emergency Svcs.
Logistics
Mentioned VoIP 9-1-1 hearing 
--
	Linda Dodge - from the U.S. D.O.T., funding for NG project
--
	Greg Rohde - Executive Director of 9-1-1 Institute
--
	Aaron - assistant to 9-1-1 Institute - covered details of extra- activities
--
Andy Newton - cochair of IETF GeoPriv work group, also Development Mgr. for SunRocket

Background on GeoPriv --

Not specific to 9-1-1 or SIP
Relationship to ESW07 - Location, an important
DHCP Loc Information (RFC 3825 & 4776)
L7-LCP (in progress)
PIDF-LO (RFC 4119)
Other relationships include:
OGC for GML, Civic address schema used in LoST, Not exclusive to one LCP, Standardized with PIDF-LO
...
LbyR - Consensus needed, Requirements forming
LIS-to-LIS identifier stds.
Location integrity - highly controversial, some potential IPR

Q-(Hannes): How long until the L7LCP protocol work is finished? 
A-(Andy): Hopefully soon, there needs to be some deeper work group inspection of HELD, and maybe (optimistically) 6 months(?)

Background on LoST (Location to Service Translation) protocol
IETF/ECRIT
Purpose is to map location info to PSAP URIs (also applicable in other areas)

Details:
  - XML over HTTP/HTTPS
  - Decentralized and multi-rooted
  - utilizes caching and multi-service node model

Progress of the LoST std.
draft -05 was WGLC, -06 to include WGLC comments, IESG submission next

Changes to LoST since ESW06: new <path>, incorporated list all services query by location, removed lost:uri, etc.

Implementations: Columbia University, Krakow(sp?) University
The protocol itself is pretty simple, uses XML, HTTP, etc.

Q (Marc): Are there any SDOs here that have comments on the LoST protocol?
A: (no comments)
--
Brian Rosen - IETF ECRIT update
Update draft-ietf-ecrit-framework - A BCP, which outlines the basic steps of an IP-based emergency call using LoST, etc.

Update draft-ietf-ecrit-phonebcp - includes all ip-based clients, how devices should be built, and therefore a guide to mfr's. and carriers since it applies to both endpoints and proxy servers.

Expectation: All SIP (or xmpp) to conform

Location Processing - there is now a separation between access networks and service provider (VSP) network.
Expectation: phone implements all LCPs, access network implements one of them

Relies on LoST for PSAP URI mapping

Expectation: (1) You do this mapping at boot time, (2) you do this periodically, and (3) you do this at call time (hoping it will work, but having a fallback if not

Other "stuff" includes: "no via hiding", disabling certain call features (e.g., call waiting)
Also describes Test Procedures

Will track with framework as far as review
Needs more review

Q (Hannes): How does the phonebcp document apply to the 3GPP efforts?
A (Brian): Not aware of any major issues of incompatibility btwn IMS and phonebcp, but will assuredly be some minor areas that need to be looked at - and hope that we can discuss some of that here.

Q (Roxanne): Can you put polygons into these endpoints?
A: (Brian): Though maybe better a question for the previous presenter (i.e., LoST), yes, there will be some reuse.

Q: (?): Is GPS a viable solution - I guess not.  and if GPS is used as it is Japan, then...( )?
A: (Brian): Reality is that GPS doesn't work indoors, if endpoints can work indoors, etc., then they should do that.  If access networks can control the specification of everything that is connected to it, then yes, go ahead and do it.  Until then, we're stuck with the access network knowing the location, rather than the carrier network always knowing.

-- 
James Polk (Cisco Systems)

Author of several referenced drafts, including this one, draft-ietf-sip-location-conveyance
purpose of draft is to send location from one endpoint to another endpoint.
not exclusive to emergency services

Methods of conveyance is defined as one of two ways,
"by-Value", which is in a PIDF-LO
"by-Reference", as an indirection URI

Newest draft version includes "who inserted location"
In WGLC right now, should go to IESG in about a month as draft -08

Q: (Bob Iwazko - Verizon): Can you clarify what you meant by "SIP Entity"?
A: (James): entity is either the "endpoint" or "server"
// (discussion) 
A: (James): yes, you could have multiple routings, likely will be need for further extensions required in the future

Q: (Bob Montgomery - Sprint): In Wireless (Cellular), there is a indication of uncertainty.
A: (James Winterbottom): there is a geopriv draft which talks about the PIDF-LO profile which does carry uncertainty/confidence indicators

--

Hannes - are the presentations so far (IETF) too technical, or do folks want more technical details?

Andy Newton:

note: draft which James Winterbottom referred to is draft-ietf-geopriv-pdif-profile (name "pdif" unfortunately mis-spelled)

Presenting LoST slides (Henning Schulzrinne's)

- LoST Location-to-URL mapping
- mulit-rooted servers: forest tree guides - left it up to the resolvers as to who they communicate with (which is how it is in the real world for dns anyway)
- referrences & drafts: 

mapping architecture: http://tools.ietf.org/wg/ecrit/draft-ietf-ecrit-mapping-arch

Q: (?): Based on the example given of stepping off the plane with a French phone, are you saying that is 

--
break (20min)
--
11:00am
--

Harry Worstell  (representing Stephen McCann)
IEEE - Emergency Services for 802.11
adapted from a larger presentation representing more 802. groups

only focus on layer 1 and layer 2 - much of emergency services happens at higher layers
some focus on priority - getting an emergency call through over a full pipe
emergency alert system example of a authority-to-citizen

1997 - first std. developed
started out as a peer-to-peer solution
1999 - discovered that 1Mbps wasn't sufficient, so A (5 GHz) & B (2.4 GHz) came along offering (9-54 Mbps & 5.5/11 Mbps, respectively)

N - 5 GHz, High throughput
K - Radio resource measurements
J - Japanese extensions
H - 5 GHz, Spectrum managed
G - 2.4 GHz High Rate >20 Mbps
V - Wireless network management
...
Stephen is chair of U

One group, K, how to get neighbor lists, etc.
Another V, goes the other way, e.g., how to move an AP to another channel, etc. (Network --> Link/MAC --> Phy)
- Reuse via space, time, freq.
- APs synch'd from common backbone
- Discovery process, followed by self-organizing
- Enable auto-configuration processes
- Enable Cognitive Radio (not here yet)

Task Group U - goal to ensure internetworking between 802. stds.

Issues to be solved for 802.11 (emergency svcs.)
- ES identification
- Location Information
- Unauthenticated Network Access
- Admission Control

- Vehicular Communication

- Concluding Issues
 - how far do we pre-empt upcoming regulations? 2 yrs., 10 yrs.?
 - what are the market requirements?
 - open to working with other SDOs

Q: (? - formerly with the D.O.T.): 802.11K (Wave), seems to side-stepped the emergency call issue
A: ACN - trying to determine if it feasible - looking at these things - not there yet.

Q: (Marc Linsner): QoS, since there is no (apparent) precedence in PSTN today, how do we address this (panel discussion tomorrow)
A: (Harry): Very interested in the issues and agree as to the questions.

Q: (Hannes): Did IEEE 802 develop procedures for unauthenticated access solely based on the expectation that the regulator would mandate it? 
A: (Harry): Its a matter of being proactive vs. reactive, in anticipation of what other technology offers.

Q: (Hannes): Doesn't that affect many of the deployed WLANs already out there?
A: (Harry): WLAN is growing up, and in the N/pre-N, we're looking at actual throughput at around 100 Mbps, which means in the next few years, most of this equipment will be changing out.

Q: (James Winterbottom): Similar to Hannes' question, what identifiers will be used to provide (?)
A: 

-- 

Gabor Bajko - IEEE 802.21

Motivation: multi-radio number and type of radio interfaces are changing - leads to new problem space: inter-technology handover

(diagrams)
802.21 doesn't apply to handover, which is left for mobile-IP.
MIH - Message Information Handling
Type of Hangover based on Control Model
- Terminal Controlled
- Terminal initiated, network assistant
- Network initiated

New MIH Information Element: LCP

Unauthenticated network access
- for cases when AP in not open access, a dummy and/or null authentication for emergency services access to be specified
- Emergency identifier and auth type to be provisioned in the Information Server

Summary:
- multi-radio operation is being the norm
- ...

Q: (Brian): Scenario of Kazai-2 company requesting dedicated 2 Mbps allocation, etc.
A: (Hannes): There is a panel discussion on this tomorrow.

--

Mary Brown (Cisco), WiFi Alliance

WFA members by region: er 12% Europe, 38% Asia, 50% NA
Growth of 802.11 phones is ramped - it has our attention
see movement toward Mesh & Muni WiFi - moving away from "Hot Spot"
Certification program

Role of WFA in emergency services
- Rich Kennedy, chair
- track key developments and to inform membership
- informed membership will get involved as necessary in stds. setting, etc.

Q: (Brian): Certification, would like to talk to you about it.
A: (Mary): 802 community has their attention focused on emergency svcs. - not ruling anything out.

C: (Roxanne): Thank you.  When people get a device which they can dial 9-1-1, they will.

--

Hannes - (No speaker available as to LLDP-MED)
very brief overview

--

Gary Jones - Director of Standards Policy T-Mobile USA (also vice-chair 3GPP TSG-CT)

Service Requirements TS 22.101 - last ESW06 similar update, since not much has changed
- IMS emergency is Rel-7 - now frozen
- service in 22.101
- arch specified in TS 23.167
- protocol is ________

General Requirements

Identification of emergency calls
- terminal detects emer. number, including global 112 & 911 as default (even w/o sim, etc.)
- emerg. call without dialing a number must be possible
- 

Location of emergency calls
- must be supported
- emerg. overrides privacy requests
- some countries, privacy override available

C: (Brian): Would like to make a "call for consistency" to both IETF & 3GPP to make sure there is no mismatch between the two organizations related to emergency services
A: (Jonathan Peterson): traditionally, these kinds of things usually get done via a liaison sent, in this case, from ECRIT.  Perhaps something more formal would be required at some higher IAB
A: (Gary): 3GPP is not a central organization, but a partnership of 6 SDOs, such an agreement would have to work itself up to the right level.

-- 

break for lunch

--

1:30pm

Gary
3GPP Stage-3 specification
- TS 24.229 specifies the IMS entities
- references relevant IETF RFCs
- 

Entities
- UE, was MS in 2G
- P-CSCF, access agnostic
- S-CSCF, central node in signaling plane
- LRF, location retrieval function

Progress
- IMS work 95% complete
- WLAN complete, but not GPRS
- PS, only 35% completed
- "IMS emergency call identifier" has been removed
- LoST not currently specified, but doesn't appear to be in conflict - viewed as optional approach
- 

Outstanding Issues
- Rel 7 frozen, so functional mods only possible to functions already agreed on
- Number of IETF dependencies
- GPRS registration
- emerg. call setup for UICC-less UEs
- (new) Interface btwn LRF and E-CSCF (Rel-8)
- (new) Interface btwn LRF and Location Server (Rel-8)

Q: (Richard Barnes): Mentioned only some IETF protocols used, are these documented?
A: (Gary): Yes, these are documented in 23.228

Q: (Brian Rosen): For those cases where there is no IMS access, and the UE uses a non-IMS access method
A: (Gary): LoST may be considered.
Q: (James Winterbottom): How, if no location is gathered, can LoST be used?

Q: (Andrew Newton): Comment to James and Brian, the questions you raised, could just as well be turned around and asked of the IETF, how could the end device get location if the access network network doesn't have any way to provide it (implied answ. it couldn't).

Q: (Roxanne): For roaming case, would automatic re-registration happen?
A: (Gary): Yes.

--

Stephen Edge - Qualcomm

3GPP Emergency Svcs. Architecture, TS 23.167

Shows 23.167 reference arch. diagram

UE Impacts
- Select btwn CS or PS domain, rules of selecting PS over CS if already attached, etc.
- 

LRF
- RDF may be inside an LRF
- ESQK provided by LRF/RDF
-

ES Registration
- to authenticate UE identity at the IMS level in the visited network
- Obtain verified callback address (SIP uri and TEL uri)
- 

Location Retrieval
- (see call flow diagram)
- Step 9, retrieve location via query defined in OMA (variant of it defined in E9-1-1)??
- 

Other Impacts - support for different access types
- unregistered users
- 
- compatibility with the NENA i2 spec (stage 2)

Some Remaining Issues
- 
- Current opinion is that a normal Tel URI (containing MSISDN), maybe using SIP Outbound
-

Summary
- emer. IP-based calls now almost complete in 3GPP Rel-7
- may be further enhancements in Rel-8, such as work item to support VCC (already in progress)
- other issues might also be worked (if consensus), such as improved registration, support of other access types, E-CSCF-to-LRF protocol definition

Q: (Hannes): What about providing location by means of a reference, such as a SIP:URI or HTTP:URI
A: (Stephen): High on the list should be to solve interworking to the existing legacy PSAPs

Q: (Mohammed):
A: (Stephen): UE (w/o UICC), 

C: (James Winterbottom): Referencing i2 solution, today a VPC does the uri to esqk translation.

Q: (Barbara Stark): Does 3GPP support use cases where _____?_____
A: (

Q: (Barbara): Does it include the case where you launch via GPRS access
A: (Stephen): If its simply GPRS then it is in scope, if you have a WLAN access with a 3GPP compliant roaming agreement, then it is in scope, but if using WLAN remote with no roaming agreement, then no, it is out of scope.

Q: (Brian): Can't we agree to come up with a consistent access std.? You mentioned we (3GPP) would provide the ESQK interface.
A: (Stephen): TIA/ATIS defined the existing interface to the LRF for PSAP location info.

C: (Brian): Can 3GPP not make a separate emergency registration if what that means is an anonymous call to 9-1-1.
A: (Stephen): Emergency registration gets as good or better identity information over normal registration.

C: (Brian): Callback - We know what a Contact and a AoR are used for, please don't create another, different one.

..._______...

Q: (Hannes): What would the IP-based PSAP use as an interface for fetching location?
A: (Stephen): This is not yet described. 


Alain Van Gaever - Policy Development Unit (European Commission equivalent to the FCC)

Regulatory Framework
- "1-1-2" single EU emergency number
- Promotion of "1-1-2"
- ES free of charge
- Provision of Caller Information - 'to the extent technically feasible'
-

Changes to consider (2010-2016)
- Improve caller location obligations
  - 'technically feasible'
  - cost of providing caller location info' Should be Free (e.g., Italy, still don't see call location available)
- Adapting "telephony specific" provisions to an NGN environment - split obligations btwn
  - network providers
  - service providers
-eAccessibility

Timeline
- 2007 submission (summer), then adoption by Commission
- 2009 transposition of policies

EGEA - Expert Group on Emergency Access
- Consists of Member States experts (public authority):
  - Telecoms Authorities
  - Civil Protection
- Objective EGEA:
  - common operational requirements across EU27
  - focus on interface between public networks & nat'l emerg. systems.
- Added value

eCall
- similar to ACN, automatically sets up a voice channel and sends data to the PSAP (envisioned by 2010)

Other groups
- Chorist/______
- in contact with ETSI/EMTEL

Q: (Hannes): You mentioned getting other SDO involvement? What level of requirements are you seeking, and do you have any specific SDOs in mind?
A: (Alain): Today, it is high level requirements, gathered from public safety experts, which are non-technical experts.

Q: (?): Does eCall have the car contact the PSAP directly, or is it mediated?
A: (Alain): Let me say that some countries are organized differently than others (used to say, "there are some countries I'd rather have an accident in than others".

Q: (Jenny): With regard to ACN, would eCall be pushed data or pulled data?
A: (Alain): eCall will push a minimum set of data forward (e.g., velocity, number of occupants, if truck dangerous chemicals, etc.)

Q: (Hannes): Do you know about the status of OFCOM's work on thieir VoIP emergency services concept paper and timeline?
A: (Alain): They seem to be very well organized, but no, can't comment on their timelines.

Regulation is being worked with 27 different regulators, and is a work-in-progress

--

Roger Hixson - Technical Issues Director, National Emergency Number Association (NENA)

Voice of 9-1-1, 25 years old, at the time - "One nation, one number"
99% of population covered by some form of 9-1-1 service
Wireless Phase 1 or 2 deployments not as universal
- due to the fact that it is initiated by a PSAP request process
- funding issues
- willpower
- NENA membership
  - 18 countries
  - 6735 members (new ~1200(?) in 2006)

Structure
- Operations Committee
- Technical Committee
  - VoIP/Packet committee, which Brian Rosen's Long-term Definition work group (LTD-WG) is based

Design Orientation and Benefits
-
- NG9-1-1 should provide equivalent to or improved service as legacy (not going back in term of Quality of Service)
  - civic vs. GPS
  - Quality of Service

Timeframe
- Aug 2003 (Atlanta) VoIP meeting
- mid-2004 NG Partner Program
- also in 2003, PSAP Operations Development
- 2005, TX A&M Univ. and other trials
- 2006, feasibility study to look at NENA Certification process
- 2006, Transition Plan, committee formed
- 2006, US DOT project (NENA team partner)
- Systems Ops - define performance criteria for new players
- Strategic planning with Fed level coordination office (ICO)
- Testing before operational

Technical Issues
- NG9-1-1 requirements are largely complete
- accelerate work on national stds. including automatic location detection
- communication

Policy Issues
- Challenge getting NG9-1-1 funded
- Expanding role of 9-1-1
- Jurisdictional issues
- Funding is always the big thing

Operational/Educational Issues

Stds development challenges
- Automatic location with the emergency request
- Accurate location identification - criteria
  - civic address versus GPS and others
- NG9-1-1 infrastructure, interfaces, protocols
- 

C: (David Aylward): Would like to praise NENA for issuing their NG9-1-1 report which indicates a need to get state-level involvement, despite the fact that the vast majority of constituents don't belong to state organizations, but rather local organizations.

C: (Tim Dunn): GPS is not equivalent to lat/lon, but GPS is a location determination technology

C: (much discussion, ref. tomorrow's panel discussion on location format)

Q: (Walter ______): Is NENA looking at the combining of all these other services spread across different organization hierarchies?
A: (Roger H.): Yes, generally, (elaboration)

Q: (Hannes): You mentioned lack of funding/money, wondering when/how i2 would if ever move toward i3?
A: (Roger H.): Some will always choose status quo, but eventually, will be forced to deal with reality, in order to get to common approach to enable inter-communication, etc.  This is a rock rolling down hill, can get in the way for a while, but eventually it'll happen.

--

break/resume 4:37pm

--

Deb Barclay - Alcatel-Lucent  (presentation also prepared by Kirk Burroughs - Qualcomm)

3GPP2/3GPP alignment
- some differences due to network differences (e.g., HRPD, WLAN)
- 3GPP also covers fixed wireline networks defined by TISPAN

Stage1 Requirements
- added unauthenticated calls

Stage2 Architecture/Call Flows

Stage3 Protocols
- X.P0013-004 "All IP Core Network Multimedia Domain"
  - Based on 3GPP's Stage3, TS 24.229

HRPD/PDS
- Options, Simple IP or Mobile IP, IPv4 or IPv6
- 4 scenarios

Non-Authorized Mobile
- (call flow diagram)

Mobile IP Access
- (call flow diagram)

Summary

Q: (Brian): Does 3GPP2, just like 3GPP, provide a good identity via the emergency registration process?
A: (Deb): Yes.

Q: (Brian): Border example, Palenstine and Israel, how does the dial-string work in 3GPP2?
A: (Deb): List of workable numbers to choose from, also supports service_identifier

--

David Aylward - ComCare Alliance

Primary Requirements/Activities
- Common Requirements/Common Solution: conferences
- Telematics
- _________ getting the route information for the "right" PSAP (e.g., LoST)
- Core Services

Examples of citizen-to-authority
- Telematics: consumer & trucking, Trains (Qualcomm biggest telematics provider)
- Medical devices
- Weather alerts
-

Emergency Response Issues
- No clear line between emergency agencies and the public


Clear Requirement from Agencies
- not one "right" agency

Technical Activities
- Emergency data messaging
  - OASIS EDXL Distribution Element
- Building core service instantiations
  - EPAD
  - Identity Rights Management
- Demonstration of integrated patient/victom info systems

Key Initiatives
- with NCOIC: Net-Enabled Emergency Response (NEER)
- with Red Cross, NENA, and others:
  - overcome our inability to have cross-organizational communication (It's a joke that we can't still do this 5 years after Katrina)
  - deal with radio-over-Internet radio
  - with HIMSS
  - ________ VEDS 2.0

Core Services
- Shared utilities, who gets to send info, who gets to receive it

Concept of Enterprise Services
- (matrix diagram)

Policies & Protocols
- slide

Detail on Core Services, what they do...

Core Services - Identity Management and Access Control

--

Barbara Stark - AT&T - DSL Forum Emergency Services Activities

Historical relevant activities
- TR-124 Res GW Req's
- TR-122 Analog TA req.
- TR-069 Protocol for config. CPE
- TR-106 
-
-

Planned Activities
- Location determination requirements (client and server) in the residential gateway
  - includes req's from phonebcp but goes beyond
- Location determination (server) req's for BRAS and DSLAM
  - network side

How we intend to get there...
- NENA deserves thanks for liaisons sent out to educate members
- Liaise with other SDOs interested in device and network element requirements for global consistency
  - personally, would be willing to have folks interested review these requirements before they get submitted into the DSL Forum

Q: (Jenny): Will CPE data be different from one answering center to another?
A: (Barbara): To clarify, the CPE referred to here is the AT&T customer (home) CPE (modem, etc.)
A: (Brian): I think we already have what you're asking for (i.e., PIDF-LO)

Q: (Harry):  How can we align to make sure that we don't overstep each others location data

Q: (?): Are you familiar with other access mechanisms, such as Cable?
A: (Barbara): Not cable, but am familiar with FTTH, WiMax

Q: (Hannes): How does TISPAN handle this?
A: (Barbara): Don't know.


ESW07 -- 2nd SDO Emergency Services Coordination Workshop
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Jefferson Bldg., Library of Congress
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start: 8:50am

Planned agenda:
8:30 ETSI TISPAN
9:00 ATIS ESIF
9:30 US DOT (done in the afternoon session)
10:00 Policy Panel
11:00 Tour
12:00 Lunch
13:00 Location Format Panel
13:45 Privacy Panel
14:30 APCO (done in the am session)
15:00 NIST
15:30 Architecture Panel
16:30 OGC
17:00 WiMAX
17:15 Location Configuration Panel

-- 

Klaus Pulverer (Siemens Networks)

ETSI TISPAN - Fixed Emergency Calling

Q: (Hannes): Has TISPAN looked at the IETF's Civic Location?
A: (Klaus): I don't know - will have to check.

Q: (Hannes): Has TISPAN looked at the unauthenticated caller scenario?
A: (Klaus): This is a problem

C: (Brian Rosen): There seems to be lack of coordination between TISPAN, 3GPP, and others with the work that has already been done by the IETF w/respect especially to endpoint supplied location.
A: (Klaus): There is restructuring going on to move all work around emergency use, "general IMS", over to 3GPP

C: (Brian): Not sure it answers the question.
A: (Klaus): Hope more interaction takes place in the future.  Agree that it's bad if multiple different solutions are developed w/o coordination.

C: (James Winterbottom): Echo Brian's comments and want to reference considerable NENA and IETF work already produced.
A: (Klaus): Will need to contact others to see about more involvement.

Q: (Barbara Stark): From yesterday, 3GPP seemed to only be interested in scenarios including a visited network, but not 
A: (Klaus): There is some emulation work that has been done to support legacy devices. ___________

C: (James): Then, TISPAN seems to assume that there is no access from non-carrier specific devices, etc.
A: (Klaus): There is no assumption of fixed network or access network type.  But we do assume there is an IMS component that can authenticate.

--

Christian Militeau - Intrado, ATIS ESIF NGES Status Update

referenced co-chair Anand Akundi and Bob Montgomery from ESIF
background on ESIF (Emergency Services Interconnect Forum)
ESIF started 5 years ago. 
NGES started 1 year ago.

Purpose:
- provide liaisons to other global SDOs
- coordination
- develop technical reports
- 

Issues worked
-41, Establish NGN coordination role
-49, Technical framework on Emerg. Svcs. Network for the NGN, or the establishment of ESNets based on IMS (PSAP networks)
-50, Location Acquisition and Location Parameter Conveyance, V0 (NENA) interface, review of NENA requirements and TID docs.
  - performed an analysis and circulated report to SDOs - Technical Draft sent in Jan 2007 seeking comments
- New issue: NENA i2 and IMS interoperability, shown in two scenarios liaised to 3GPP/3GPP2:
  - 3G access network supporting a non-IMS VoIP emergency call
  - Non-3G access used to make an IMS emergency call
- Responses from SDOs indicated "out of scope"
- More activity _________
- New Issue: Location Parameter Conveyance concepts, LIS-ALE (Location Information Server - Access Location Entity) architecture and the FLAP protocol

Q: (Barbara): Is 3GPP completely within it scope in addressing emergency calls within the context of its architecture (IMS), and leave it to ETSI to address the above 3G/non-IMS, non3G/IMS scenarios?
A: (Christian): __________

C: (Brian): One solution is to have ETSI fall back to IETF stds.

C: (Gary): We're in a Flex mode with regard to 3GPP.  Discussion currently progressing.  Question as to whether it is possible to incorporate emergency calling into "Core IMS".  Recommendation might be to get hold of the ATIS PTSC, and get common set of requirements.

C: (Marc): Relating to issue 50, some of the liaised responses, for example, from TR41.4 came back that no opinion would be rendered on analysis done on incomplete engineering work (ref. IETF drafts).  Do you have a comment?
A: (Christian): Things are moving fast, and at some point analysis has to be done, without waiting maybe 1 or 2 years until other work gets done.

--

Stephen J. Wisely - Technical Services Manager, APCO

background and history - started in 1935
Last year APCO became an accredited stds. SDO

Project 41 - VoIP and Emerging technology/location spawned by Project 38
- Network-based Solution: 100m - 300m for 67% + 95%
- Handset-based Solution: 50m-150m for 67% + 95%

Goal A - Provide APCO a timely public policy position recommendation related to current & emerging technology

Goal B - Establish strategies to ensure public safety interests related to the deployment of non-traditional technologies - make sure all voices are represented.

Goal C - Establish effective educational strategies for public safety personnel and elected officials for existing and emerging technology including location
- Location challenges "Accuracy and Consistency are Critical"
- Dedicated funding streams need to be established
  - talked about $43 MM is a lot of money, but for comparison, NY spent $100 MM over a couple years putting in Wireless E9-1-1.  Makes $43 MM look not quite as big.

Summary: No need to reinvent the wheel. Wants to augment other work that is currently being done.
- What is meant by "Comprised"
  - Name
  - Location (address when possible)
  - Originating number (contact)
  - Provider I.D.
  - Correct Routing ____

- What does the caller expect?
  - prompt, effective dispatch of appropriate emergency services to any reported event
  - Call Answered
  - Location obtained
  - Call Processed
  - Emergency service quickly on the scene

- Consumer is changing, but their expectation are not changing

- One example scenario we see is that a caller gives a different number than the one reported - "is this your number?" yes - oh, that is my landline phone.

- User entered location is not reliable for nomadic use cases - example given of a guy who burned up his kitchen, and had said, "I got to get to that (location) update".

- VoIP Operational Challenges to PSAP
  - NG 9-1-1 becomes a much more complicated thing than what PSAP operators had to worry about in the past.
  - Qualifications for people may have to change
  - It will become more expensive for the gov't to run a PSAP
  - Now, approx. 50 seconds to dispatch a fire engine
  - In the future, with multimedia input, calls will take longer.

Point: Keep these things in mind.

C: (Roxanne): Tennessee, as an example, expectation is that operators handle 20 calls per hour, or one call every 30 seconds, in reality avgs. last year were 1 call / 10 seconds.  Comment regarding future stds. delay (to Brian) - if we wait 2 years in getting things perfect, that will yield a delay of 5 years.

Q: (Pierre): Question on Project 36, CAD-to-CAD communication.  Any information that can update that effort?
A: (Stephen): Yes, there are some things in the works that will somewhat revive the goals of that project, example given of Vector Security in VA now downloading all security alert information directly into the PSAP CAD systems.

Q: (James W.): Since the Internet model has the assumption that endpoints provide their own location, is APCO concerned about false location information (spoofed).

C: (Marc): Clarification, the Internet makes it easier to spoof an address.

-- 

Panel Discussion: Policy Implications of Complex Standards Development

Edward Lewis - Neustar
Alain van Gaever - EU Commission
Christopher Libertelli - Skype
Andrew Newton - SunRocket

Confluence btwn Policy/Standards/Practice

- When things go wrong, who do we point to?
- How do we coordinate - (Hannes can't do it forever!)

Foibles
- Regulators
  - Too willing to impose order from chaos
  - Or not willing to impose perfect order

Example of "Canned SPAM Act"

Points to Ponder
- What if, regulators reduced the number of PSAPs from 6,000 to just 5?
  - LoST would be shorter
  - Coordination and Best Practices would be easier

--- 

Skype - Christopher Libertelli

- Regulators now involved in fast-moving markets very unlike legacy telecommunications
-

- Legal uncertainty leads to lack of clarity over rights and obligation
- Lack of clarity leads to unnecessary complexity in stds.
- 

CarterPhone petition - notion of you can attach a device which doesn't harm the network

- what about 9-1-1?

- perception of the way the policy regulators view the stds. setting process is that it is opaque, and not nec. good or helpful.

---

Alain van Gaever

Regulatory framework - 5 Directives

- View stds. setting as a market-driven process
- Don't believe that policy makers pushing for stds. development is the right approach
- Based on some observations so far here, it seems that there may be some gap in stds. coordination
- Would like to see synchronisation, since it would make it easier to apply some high-level requirements that would then be consistent across any technology.  Not sure we can yet do that.

- Want to be as technology-neutral as possible

---

Ed Lewis - Neustar

- Policy can't exist without technology
- Policy needs to understand the technology

Case Study
- Securing DNS
  - Current proposed standard allows the name in DNS to be trivially discovered
  - European data protection policy is in conflict
- Effort to reengineer around this

Summary
- For policy to be workable
  - must be driven by the problem with a detailed understanding of the protocol and practices
  - must be clear to the technologies, policy is a requirement
  - 

--- 

Panel Q&A:

Q: (Brian): Based on my experience of communicating with the FCC, the FCC has lawyers, not engineers, and those lawyers don't ever get to listen directly the engineers, but rather filtered through my own lawyer.  One possibility is that our engineers get to talk with the FCC engineers.  How can we get better communication?

A: (Christopher): Both valid points, my experience is that if you called Ken Moran, for example, I think there would be no hesitation to arrange a meeting with a group of engineers.

A: (Alain): Only talk about it from the EU view, we try to have a multi-faceted approach, not only legal, but also from an economic and engineering perspective.

Q: (Scott Henderson - Research in Motion): 20 years experience, some EU stds. meetings have multiple regulatory engineers show up, whereas FCC engineers seldom if every show up.

A: (Walt Johnson): Invite engineers well in advance, there are ways to bridge the gap.

C: (? - PSAP rep.): Thank you to all the engineers who develop new technology.  Challenge to engineers to show up at PSAP to get a better perspective on what operators "see" and need.

Q: (Roger Hixson): Since technology is moving rapidly, is there a need to have stds. move at a faster pace as well?

A: (Brian): may not work - be careful what you ask for.

-- 

lunch break/resume 1:00pm

--

Jenny Hansen - Contractor - NG9-1-1 Project Coordinator - U.S. DOT NHTSA
Status and background

1966 Highway Safety became an issue
...
2000's Norman Mineta became interested in (mostly) the deployment of Phase II Wireless - w/location determination technology

2002 - meeting to discuss other emerging technologies, including WiFi, _________, etc.  Mostly new terms to those in the room

realized public safety would always be in catch-up mode if something didn't change

next NG9-1-1 launched
- Mitre Systems support technically

targets:
- Quicker and more accurate info to responders
- Better and more useful information
-
-

Long-term Goal:
- to design a system that enables the transmission of voice, data or video from different types of communication devices to PSAPs

Major Milestones:
- National architecture and high-level design for NG9-1-1 system
- Proof of Concept
- Transition Plan for NG9-1-1 implementation

Design Assumptions:
- don't want to reinvent wheels
- has to integrate broadly across interconnected emergency networks
- transmission of voice, text, images and other data from any communication device
- build on existing IP-based technology
- will require new emergency response architecture

Considerations:
- ability to communication new types of information
- more effective incident mgmt.
- safer first response
- fault tolerant, flexible, to support multimedia data

Current Activity:
- Finalize concept of Operations document
- High-Level Requirements (rvw of existing documentation and team-wide meetings)
- Monitor Key SDOs/meetings for system design impacts
- Host this workshop www.emergency-services-coordination.info
- Preliminary transition planning

NG9-1-1 Project: Team Members

Booz Allen Hamilton
NENA
L.R. Kimball & Associates
Texas A&M

---

Jeff Rosenblatt

explanation of project background

graphic displayed

Approach:
- task1 System Arch design
- task2 Transition Analysis
- task3 Design and Demonstration of "Proof-of-Concept"

Systems engineering approach used (ref. graphic slide)

Stakeholder input

Approach and status

C: (Walter): Comment that there is a big hole that exists by not having adequate requirements for peer-to-peer security
A: (Jeff): Thank you.  Got that message now.

Q: (Tony Rulkowski - Verisign): To what extent are you working with European organizations?  There is a lot of activity in EMTEL, documents are available.
A: (Jeff): Good. Point taken.

C: (Jenny): summary

--

Privacy Rights of Individuals When They Request Help

Panel: Allison Mankin (Moderator)
Tony Rulkowski
Alain Van Gaever
John Morris

---

Tony Rulkowski - VP for Regulatory Affairs and Standards, Verisign mailto: trulkowski@verisign.com

Ref. Report & Order document from FCC ruling
- Question on Privacy was raised 2 years ago - docket 05-196, para. 62, 3rd June 2005
- Proposal seemed to be limited to location info only
- 
-

Privacy of Customer Information
- 47 U.S.C. Sect. 222

There is a gathering in Brussels in the next couple of weeks with the ITU-T talking about the idea of binding Identity to "druthers"

For more information, go to ituwiki.com

---

Alain Van Gaever - EU

_________
-

---

John Morris - General Counsel for Center for Democracy & Technology - Stds., Technology, and Policy

Does a caller give up their privacy rights when making an emergency call?
John, "wouldn't phrase it like that, but do think that, yes, location of the caller is delivered.  The information must be disseminated on an as-needed basis."

What do we do in the future with more data at stake.
Answer is less clear, issues are far more complicated

- 9-1-1 can override this privacy constraints
- not everybody will agree

Potential threats against misuse
- Private sector use/abuse
- Criminal elements obtaining location
- Unauthorized government surveillance
  - legal standards in the U.S. are in flux

Critical requirements for emergency calling system
- Resist attacks to trigger false emergency calls or to spoof PSAPs
- Limit access to location info to truly essential network/service providers
- Avoid on-going tracking of location
- Avoid any retention of location of location outside of emergency call

Avoid gov't mandates, and do not seek 100% perfection
- Mandates can harm privacy and innovation
- Avoid mandates:
  - do not require that every device capable of communicating with PSAP be automatically locatable
  - do not require that every location sent to PSAPs must originate in network/service provider
  - do not prevent user control over location information

jmorris@cdt.org

C: (Allison): Some other issues that haven't necessarily been addressed

Q: (Gabor): There are cases where there is no reliance on Location, such as poison control call to get advise.  Should location be revealed also in this case?
A: (John): I think things would be happening too quickly to perhaps control whether location is retrieved or not, though for the example of poison control, there may be a different number.  Also, it could be argued on both sides, since location may be helpful to assist you in case of a poisoning.

Q: (?): What about the use of location for non-emergency services which was originally obtained for use in emergency services?
A: (John): Personally, I've got no objection for this kind of use, as long as I'm the one, not someone else, that wants to use it in this way.

C: (James W.): Location is required for each call in order to route to a PSAP.  Also, in other cases, such as kidnapping cases, there may be some benefit.
A: (John): I think that some mechanisms for overrides exist, via court order, etc. for the kidnapping case.  Also, I also think that I could find a group of people who would claim that they would be better off if the gov't knew where they were at all times... even though I believe they would be worse off.

C: (Tony): I would not like see constraints put on caching of location by carriers, because of its use in emergency cases, example given of British bombing crime solved due to systems having cached location data.

A: (John): It's not clear whether the U.S. will follow the U.K. in their zeal for data caching

(more discussion)

C: (John): There would be a real risk to innovation and privacy if the FCC regulates every device that communicates voice, for example.

(discussion)

C: (Brian):  I do think that as soon as you have a device that a "reasonable man" would use to make an emergency call, it should work.  Example given of daughters' friends when asked whether text messaging to 9-1-1 works, (60%) said yes.

C: (John): Not sure that an X-Box Live device should be able to make an emergency 9-1-1 call.

C: (Barbara): I've heard said today that an access provider considers location cached a valuable thing.  Others disagree, and one idea is that access providers give away location free of charge.

A: (John): Would advocate that a 3rd party of choice would be the source of Location Serving

A: (Tony): This came up in the FCC in "Computer 3", with label of "Network Elements", _________

C: (Sharon): PSAPs will knock at the FCCs door as soon as a new device comes out that can initiate a 9-1-1 call.

C: (Roxanne): Example provided of 2 girls called 9-1-1, early termination, yielding no location in time.  Later they wondered why no one came.

A: (John):  If you impose to many regulations, you may chill the types and availability of communication devices

--

OGC Presentation - George Percivall

ref. Carl Reed or Raj Singh

OGC - what it is
- 340 members, 35 countries,  & 6 continents - 1/3 from industry, 1/3 academia
- opengeospatial.org
- started in '94 when CORBA was popular

'99 started testbed 
- Web Services
  - Web Map Service
  - Web Feature svc
  - Web Coverage svc
  - GML
  - Web Map Cntrl
  - Coord. Transformation

Sensor Web Enablement

GML - what it is
Testbed of New Jersey

Creation of Specs
- Outreach & Education
- Development Program
- Interoperability Program (rapid interface development)
- OGC open concensus stds are freely avail.
- 2 approaches of web publication
  - self ascribed
  - run through acceptance program

GML
- current 3.1.1
- GML 3.2.1 now sent to ISO
- Definitions
  - Coordinate
  - Geometry
  - Feature

IETF RFC and draft References
- RFC 4119 
- geo-shapes draft

OASIS
Other
-GeoRSS GML
  - Google Maps and Local Live are using it
-GeoSciML
-
-
CityGML
TranXML/GML (transportation)
-
-

Applying OGC standards to Emergency Response: Results of OWS-4 Testbed
Port Authority outside Holland tunnel in N.J. - Sept 2006
Distribution of sensors
Captured in multimedia formats
(show 5 minute movie)

--

Panel Discusson - Location Format, Possible for Convergence?

James Winterbottom - Andrew Corp.
Roger Marshall - TeleCommunication Systems (TCS)
George Percivall - Chief Architect, OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium)

C: (George): A couple of terms need more "generalized" use, such as:
Geo - as geo coordinate reference systems, geo coordinates
Civic - there are many postal address systems use an identifier (string w/schema with those identifiers)
Also comment on other approaches, such as zip codes - any kind of string that means location

good to mention your schema for civic and compare 


Q: (Brian): PSAPs what do they do with things like uncertainty

C: (Jenny): 

(discussion - several questions and comments not written down)

--

IEEE Emergency call support

(short) 
Gabor

- Stations already associated will have means to indicate e9-1-1 call setup to AP
  - AP can prioritize the traffic from that STA to improve call success rate
  - Ensure adequate QoS as per 
  -
  - 

-- 

Panel Discussion - Quality of Service & Emergency Services: Does it make sense? + Marc Linsner

James Polk
Brian Rosen
Barbara Stark
Tony 

---

James Polk

Quality of Service - perhaps the most overused and under defined term today

GETS (Gov't Emer. Telecommunication Svcs.) - dial *7 get a new dial tone and have differentiated emergency services (example)

Bandwidth - It used to be to get quality of transmission, throw more bandwidth at it.  10 Mbps --> 100 Mbps --> 1 Gbps > 10Gbps... stop - physics have stopped scaling at 10Gbps
Next level - 100Gbps is needed - for video
Diffserv
RSVP

VoIP and QoS
- G.711 codec is the defacto "must implement" - 80kbps at L3
- Voice worked so far because small amount of bandwidth needed
- QoS is easy to implement within controlled environment
- QoS btwn infrastructure providers is currently daunting

All the above, Cisco is working on

---

Brian Rosen

- Public Networks
- No guarantees are required - uniform agreement on what PHB you get would be nice
- RPH should only put you above normal traffic, not any other priority traffic (e.g., GETS)
- It is possible to look for urn:service:sos and use that instead of RPH, but I'd rather be explicit

---

Barbara Stark

QoS ok?  Short answer is: Yes, where appropriate
Which networks involved?
- Core Internet (many interconnected providers)
- Emergency Networks (operated by public safety and other gov't agencies)
- Private Networks (corporate and home networks)
- Access Networks
  - Tightly controlled (e.g. 3GPP, etc.)
  - Not-so-tightly controlled (e.g...

Which traffic to mark, and how?
- "sos" SIP, and associated RTP (voice and video)
- DSCP, but only when trusted (which DSCP?) EF (AF for video)? New DSCP for emergency services?
- Destination (to emergency network) IP address may be useful in some networks when marking is not trusted.
- Other means for trusting nature of traffic? 

Priority vs. Admission Control
- Since other VoIP traffic will be sharing EF queues in some networks, is there a need for separate emergency DSCP with admission control for the case when call volumes spike during a disaster?

--

Location Format Panel Discussion

James Winterbottom
Roger Marshall
George Percivall
Harry Worstell



ESW07 -- 2nd SDO Emergency Services Coordination Workshop
Meeting notes
Thursday, 4/12/07
Jefferson Bldg., Library of Congress
Key: Q=Question, A=Answers, C=Comments

start: 8:50am

Agenda:
8:30 Architecture Panel Discussion
...

-- 

Harry Worstall – Architecture Panel Discussion

Panel:
Gary Jones [T-Mobile]
Roger Hixson [NENA]
Andres Kutt - [Skype]
Christian Militeau [ATIS]
Jon Peterson [IETF]


---

Gary Jones - T-Mobile

---

Roger Hixson

---

Andres

->9 min users online at peak times
- close to 200 mm mm registered users
- how many nomadic?
  - no distinction btwn nomadic and stationary users
  - multi-device usage is increasingly common
  - users being nomadic and stationary at same time
  - skype hardware adoption continues to grow
- based on p2p arch.
  - clients do not use a SIP stack
  - connections to the PSTN world go through servers and use SIP
  -  both in- and outbound cases are possible
  - 

Co-existence or Enemies?
- enemies or not: the most efficient way to do this is to be found
- due to the nature of our network, we can't know the user loc unless
  - user tells us
  - we get loc from access layer
- The rest of the infrastructure can be made

---

Jon Peterson

The Bad News
- Not everyone on the same page - why?
  - different service and deployment models - were in the business of building communication systems, not building 9-1-1 systems, but rather enabling comm systems to support 9-1-1.
- Agreement is required on the functionality required for interoperability
  - We need to speak a lingua franca to PSAPs
  - recognize the same calls as emergency calls
- We can do this while maintaining differences

---

General Questions to the Panel

C: (Brian): Agree, we don't have to make things the same, just make things compatible at the interfaces

...

Q: (Roxanne): Does a skype client know from its profile that it calling from the house, (for example)?

A: (Andres): No, one Skype client does not know that another client is in use (even if it has same name).  A client is only aware that it is connected to the Internet.

C: (Tim Dunn): Does the NENA func. arch. intend to show linkage between the client types and the access network types?

A: (Brian): no, and text is in the document to qualify this.

...

C: (Alain): I wouldn't understand why a company would be willing/wanting to give precise location away for free to a company (like Skype)?

A: (Gary): Can't answer that question from a stds. view - this is a business development issue.

C: (Alain): (general question) Is it right to assume that, aside from regulation, there is no incentive for businesses to provide location (for free)

...

C: (Jon): It is possible for the network to get and deliver the location to the PSAP without the client endpoint knowing it.

C: (James W.): agreed, and would satisfy the requirement

A: (Alain): would prefer not to have to rely on regulation

C: (James Polk): 

...

C: (Jon): The IETF arch. supports either method of providing location via the endpoint or through the network directly to the PSAP is already taken into consideration and is supported for the very reason of removing potential bus. related issues.

...

C: (Hannes): Some stakeholders, for example like Deutsch-Telecom, recently provided feedback to ECRIT and they don't agree that providing precise location to the endpoint is acceptable...

(more discussion)

C: (Harry): 

---

945 NIST - Arthur Webster - NTIA/ITS Part of the US Dept. of Commerce

Mission of NIST/OLES and partners

OLES and ITS - ITS working with OLES for 10+ yrs.
ITS is core component, serving as technical lead 
OLES provides administration and oversight role

Interoperability

- Ability for public safety personnel to communicate via voice, data, video, etc.
  - on demand
  - 
  - 
  - 

Intra-agency communication before inter-agency comm.

Detailed most common failures around Katrina

(graphic)

Public Safety Communications Continuum

(graphic)  current state (limited interop) <--->  Ideal state

Why not just use cell phones? because...
- PSTN is usually first thing to fail in an emergency
- 
- 

What has changed so that LMR can move toward open standards

(graphic) clockwise - fact is all these going on simultaneously

use available stds. where available

Conceptual Network Diagram

(graphic) - system within systems

PAN Personal Area Networks - considered on the body of the resource
- Examples bio information, a fireman's heart rate 
- IAN Incident Access Network - WiFi or WiMax to connect together
- JAN - RSS or LAN-Radio system (could be fire and police, or two cities, or two counties, etc.)
- EAN (black bubble) Extended area network  

Could be connected via ISSI (more later)

PSAF: Public Safety Arch. Framework - to describe "what" is needed.
Interface Stds. to describe the "how"
Project 25 - lot of work done - also known as APCO Project 25 - going on 15 years - conjunction w/TIA in land-mobile radio area
(graphic) connection btwn two bubbles via ISSI (example Mesa and Phoenix AZ)

1 yr ago first ISSI std. approved TIA TR8 following 7 letter ballots
Important for this group to look at

No certification process currently in land-mobile 

Problem w/example two radios supposedly conform to the same stds., yet example 1you can hear, example 2 is complete white noise

(graphic) two circles hardly intersect - supplier specs vs. certification

Issue - many people touting VoIP is answer to interoperability - unfortunately, many voip vendors products don't align
Strategy
Roundtable discussion - Aug 05, Feb 07, May 07 - in Boulder

The Problem Space
This is authority-to-authority

Contacts (incl. various levels of upper mgmt. - which can be also contacted):
Kathy Higgins, Dir of NIST/OLES kathleen.higgins@nist.gov
Dereck Orr, Program Mgr., NIST/OLES dereck.orr@nist.gov
Jeff Bratcher, Division Chief, NTIA/ITS.P jbratcher@its.bldrdoc.gov
Arthur Webster, Team Lead, Standards Development Team, NTIA/ITS.P webster@its.bldrdoc.gov

Q: (Jenny): How do DHS (and others) get access to the "cheap seats" to work together on stds 
(more questions)

A: (Arthur): Anyone is able to attend the TIA roundtable meetings, to vote there is a process to go through.

(discussion around next Vol 2. stds. - compatible radios, future soft-radios, gateways, etc.)

--

Location Configuration Panel - How many more do we need?

James Winterbottom
Christian Militeau
Marc Linsner
Stephen Edge

---

Marc Linsner

"This protocol aims to allow an end host to ...

-
Layer 1 & 2 attributes dictate that location is derive here
-

Is a Layer 7 mechanism required?
- L7LCP is a business issue, not a technical issue
- L7LCP can mask poor network design
- L7LCP provides many new attack vectors
- Internet experience shows that complex mechanism fail and easy/simple ones are utilized.

Internet Architecture (graphic)

---

James Winterbottom

How many needed? Loaded Question, but my answer is = 1
- Several link layer types exist
- Location is not a Layer 2 problem
- Need support for geodetic and civics location types
- Need to support authenticity, etc.
- Support for both by-value and by-reference
Acquisition is independent of Determination

One size fits all?
- Any soln that ties loc. acquisition to a link-layer protocol is unlikely to be access technology independent
- Location at Layer 7 makes acquisition access network agnostic

Size Counts!
- XML representations for location tend to be large
-
-
-

---

Location Configuration Protocols - Steve Edge

Summarization of later, more detailed OMA presentation

SUPL UPL between terminal and SLP
RLP btwn SLPs
MLP btwn SLP and SUPL Agent (application) requesting location

Protocol characteristics
ULP - ASN.1 uses TCP/IP and TLS
MLP - XML

(graphic, and explanation)

---

Questions to the Panel

Q: (Jon): Focusing on contentious issues doesn't seem to help the goals of this kind of meeting.   (to Marc) do you think that putting layer 2 points (e.g., "a layer 2 problem") into a location configuration protocol discussion helps?

A: (Marc): Answering the question posed

(discussion)

C: (Harry): 802.11 pushes out information, at Layer 2 we don't do a lot.  
-Trying to collect this information, so that some other application can come in an use it.  
- Work is done in the MIB.  Don't believe your going to get location out of layer 1 & 2.  
- Don't see anything coming out other than what's put into the MIB.
Two groups, K & V.  
- K catches information and puts it into the MIB.
- V ________

C: (Brian): I think we should be done.  When SDOs can't agree, we compromise and consider more than one, with the exception of considering one addition to the list, that being SUPL.

C: (James W.): Agree - suggest next discussion in May

C: (Steve): Have to think about the proposal to include SUPL

C: (Steve): more explanation of SLP, HSLP, RRLP, BSLP

--

OMA Presentation on support for Emergency Calls - 
Steve Edge (Qualcomm) giving presentation for Larry Young, chair OMA Location (Sprint)

created june 2002

Industry Collaboration
- Test tool involvement
  - draft test specs
  - contribute to testing automation
  - 
  - TestFests

Liaisons 

Activities
- Protocol suite comprised of what's called "enablers"
  - MLS (Mob. Loc Svcs.)
1.1, 1.2,.1.3

  - SUPL 
  Two kinds SUPL 1.0, SUPL 2.0

Candidate Enabler Release (CER) (2.0 about to become)
Approved Enabler Release (AER) (SUPL 1.0 about to become)

MLS
 - MLP 3.1, 3.2
 - RLP 1.0 (roaming)

2 Services for ES in MLS
 - Emer. Loca Repor Svc
   - used to push loc to term
   - ________
 - ________

SUPL v2.0 Enabler
- Different air interfaces
  - 
- Positioning methods
  - 

SUPL v2.0 functionality
- position SET attached to a WLAN
- pos. SET attached to an interworking WLAN (3GPP, ...)
- SET requests from another terminal
- Notification and verification based on current location
- Triggered location request "Change of Area" and "Periodic"
- Transfer of location ______
-
- support for Emerg. Svcs.
- High priority requests

SUPL v2.0 Architecture (graphic) condensed ref. arch. (doesn't show separate SLPs
(description)

E-SLP (Emergency)
- 
-
- New proposed method of SIP

Information Flow (diagram)

Challenges
- completion of SUPL 2.0
- Enhanced security for non-emergency location in SUPL 2.0
- Both in progress and to be completed by June

Q: (Barbara): Can we get the documents off the website

A: (Steve): You have to be a member to get documents.  contact steve and he will check to see if he can send to you.

Q: (Barbara): 

C: (James): several questions/comments
- SMS trigger methods still being propagated into v2.0
- No way to distinguish btwn IP-address and MSISDN - currently no way - would like to see v2.0 address this
- how to find the right E-SLP

A: (Steve): 

(discussion)

Q: (Justin): Could you implement the protocol on a WiFi access point as a SET?

A: (Steve): Could be done, but may not make a lot of sense, since the AP doesn't move around.

Q: (Hannes): What is the reason for all the included complexity?

A: (Steve): Interesting question

A: (Roger): It might be based on the fact that OMA also does work on location determination. 

(more comments)

--

break for lunch / resume 12:55

Panel Discussion - More than 9-1-1?

---

Brian Rosen - Position Statement

Additional Information about the location
- Floor plans, best entrances
- access to surveillance video, HVAC, elevator, etc.

Additional info about the caller
- medical data
- caller info independent of call in session (home, work, mobile)
- prob. 3rd party provider

Additional Info about the call

---

Mark Fedor - SunRocket - Position Statement

Customer angle - ITSP

- Ubiquity of E9-1-1 services
  - currently a hassle to implement for VoIP providers
  - avoid having to implement at all costs, e.g., PC-to-PC

- Mobility of E9-1-1
- Globalize emerg. svcs. (seamless integration)
- Personal interaction with E9-1-1: tailor ES to lifestyle
  - kids rooms - automation of "red dot stickers"
- Automated triggers, e.g., telemetry

- NG E9-1-1 brings the ability to have service differentiation
  - promote innovation, competition
  - motivate product availability within service bundles
- Concerns on the pathway to enhanced E9-1-1 svcs.
  - how will roll-out happen?
  - how much buy-in is necessary
  - how to get this additional info?
  - how to demonstrate new ideas?
- how to get these things in our lifetime

---

Stephen Wisely - APCO - Position Statement

- provide PSAPs to process calls from various comm. devices
- ability to transfer call and data to/from anywhere
- ability to load share/shed btwn psaps
- assist in eliminating geographic restrictions
- facilitate a system arch. to allow secure sharing of information and data

---

Mary L. Brown - Cisco - Beyond Voice 911: an early look at new applications

- when the "caller" is a sensor (data), not a person

Disclaimer
- none of the following technologies are Cisco's
- taken from public sources
- 

Overview
(diagram) emerg. command center to
- Own sensor network
- (future) Government sensor network
- 

Example 1 - Shot spotter
- In D.C. here, now, listens for gunfire
  - gunshot vs. gun battle
- A lot of city councils looking at this
  - has helped greatly to reduce crime in D.C. and in Oakland

Traffic Emergencies
- New tunnel in Sidney where proximity sensors in emergency bay

Public Safety examples
- Tracking weather and air pollution in Cambridge MA (CitySense) - BBN rep. here

Intelligent video systems
- Scan for abnormal behavior (e.g., pull this guy out of line, he's acting weird)

Personal sensors
- heart rate monitor
- other populations (e.g., impaired communities) that may need help

Conclusions and Questions
- Data-only transmission is "early days"
-

C: (Brian): As a disclaimer, PSAPs don't necessarily want all this information - only what makes sense.

C: (Brian): i3 is looking at several concepts of automated assist reporting interfaces

C: (Roger H.): Clarification around where NG data services and NG9-1-1 starts and stops.  Will be looking at defining limits to each over next few weeks/months.

C: (Jenny): Which organization is watching over these various approaches?

C: (Roxanne): Examples of what PSAPs do and don't want. examples of false alarms vs. good information like chlorine pluhms.

C: (Brian): example of floorplans - no single standard for floor levels, lines, etc. between architects.

--

Emergency services in WiMAX - Gabor

Not attended a WiMAX meeting, but read their early-stage document
- planning on using IMS
- have indicated SUPL, and is (I believe) is a requirement for the handset.
- reuse other IETF protocols
- ASN MAY statement 
- WiMAX network SHALL be capable of delivering location information upon a request by either user, emergency/auth emer. agencies, or other authorized agents on the network.

Q: (Roger H.): Is it stated that this will be "user" location data provided as opposed to wimax transceiver location

--

Security Panel Discussion

Richard Barnes
James Winterbottom
Stephen Edge location since 98 in T1/P1 now PSTS
Hannes Tschofenig (moderator)

---

Hannes Tschofenig

Faked Location
- useful for "real-time security analysis" (ranking

- placement of a SIP Proxy in the Access network

- location by reference model

- location signing

Faked Identity
- useful for post-mortem analysis
- identities can appear in various flavors:
  - P-Asserted Identity
  - SIP Identity / SIP SAML
  - End-to-End Security
- 

Questions slide revisited at end of presentations

--- 

Stephen Edge - OMA Security

OMA SUPL Security - E-SLP

SUPL v1.0

SUPL v2.0 adding security for emergency-initiated ip-based calls
- roaming 
- non-roaming

SET Roaming solution 1 & 2 (explained)
SET based on which network its in expects 

SIP tunnel makes it easier, since it takes advantage of the authorization est. already between the E-CSCF and the SET that was established with the call initiation

---

Questions slide (Hannes)

end device asserted locations - better to have a 2nd level of verification for a location

C: (Brian): We have to divide threats into at least two categories, 1) Script kiddies pranking, and 2) bot-nets.  For number 2), we can say that the level of expertise to perform such an attack is probably greater than the security systems which we can (easily) implement.

[lots of comments]

--

2:40 (Jenny) - announcement Sen Snow Kristan Smith talk about the VoIP hearing

Kristan Smith - long time advocate of 9-1-1, works with Sen. Olympia Snow's office

- Q & A
Q: (Brian): How did the meeting on Tuesday go?

A: (Kristan): Went well, no votes on Tuesday, so it wasn't densely attended, maybe 8 or so, and Sen. Inoue and _________ are both on the Senate Appropriations committee - made some point how we (they) need to "figure out how to fund this".

--

Panel Discussion - Unauthenticated Emergency Calls

Brian Rosen
Roger Hixson
Gabor
Stephen Edge
Roger Marshall

[no notes included]




